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Abstract
Sadly Depression is a disorder for which we are most at risk in the stress-filled days of undergraduate studies. This seminar will provide information on (1) identifying depression, (2) caring for oneself and recognizing depression in other people, and (3) managing suicidality in oneself as well as in your BFF.
I  video materials demonstrating the behaviors seen in depressed individuals.
II A group exercise in each session will assist participants to use the language needed to support themselves and friends with symptoms of depression.
III  Managing suicidal feelings in themselves and friends in a way that is supportive, not frightening.
Feeling sad and overwhelmed is not rare. Managing these feelings are essential first aid tools. This seminar focuses on how to move through those painful feelings. Information will be included in the last portion of the seminar on how to find professional help when the participant is feeling vulnerable and overwhelmed.
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